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Preface

This is the second of a se-
ries of books on the use of
waste materials

.

It is planned for those who
are interested in planning ar-
ticles of usefulness and beauty
from discarded cloth and cloth-
ing at little or no expense to
the maker.

Teachers of special classes,
camp counselors, occupational
therapists, and housewives may
find in this small volume help-
ful information.

The materials referred to
may be salvaged in the home
or they may be obtained frc^1

friends, merchants, hospital,
or even at rummage sales.



All cloth articles should be

first laundered, then ripped a~

part if the pieces are bulky,
' nd stored as flat as possible

.0 conserve space. Window
shades should be rolled rather

than folded unless the sizing

is first removed, in which case

the pieces should be treated as

any other cloth.

Directions for making the

articles mantioned are perhaps

rather meagre but it is expect-
ed that those interested are

already familiar with many
forms of handwork and need only
suggestions given on the follow-

ing pages to construct articles

of equal or even greater merit.

The suggestions assemhlod
are but a few of the many that

may be developed from materials
mentioned. May those who experi-

ment further enjoy greater hap-

piness in the use of waste ma-
terials .

Acknowledgment and thanks
for their contributions are ex-
tended to the past and present
students of the School of Occu-
pational Therapy.
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BURLAP SACKS

The burlap' sacks, in which pota-
toes and other vegetables are often
sold, as well as the larger pieces of

burlap used for wrapping bales of

cloth, may be utilized in many con-

structive ways •

The sack should first be opened
into one flat piece, washed, and if

possible, pressed or mangled. The
burlap may

1

be used in its natural
color, or it maybe bleached and dyed.
The bleaching process required - but
little time and produces a soft cream
color

.

It is very simple to dye either
bleached or unbleached burlap, 'but

the former produces much lighter-
shades, which, in most cases, are

preferable in craft work.

'After the burlap has been properly
prepared as described above, it may

be used much the same as any fabric

of a similar texture. Bafes, cushion
tops, table covers, wall hangings
and drapes are but some of the arti-

~1-



cles possible . Designs worked in

cross stitch, Swedish darning and de- flf

corative stitchery, are well adapted
to such articles, colored string or
warp, silk underwear dyed and cut in

narrow strips, raffia, and yarn, are
some of the most usable materials for
decorating these articles.

(

The less perfect pieces of burlap
may. be used as foundations of hooked
rugs or for upholstering purposes
and in making costumes or accessories
for plays or pageants, while those
not suitable for any of these things
may be ravelle.d and still further
utilized

«

A piece of natural colored burlap
pasted on brown wrapping paiper, then
cut and fitted to a wire frame, and
bound or button-holed with strands of

ravelled burlap in a contrasting- 0

color, makes a very^ practical and ef-
fective addition to a lamp base made
of an old jug or piece of pottery.

Cut into strir.s an inch wide, bur-
lap makes an ideal filler for ordinary
Vroven rugs. Innumerable designs arid

color combinations are possible.

-2 -
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Lamp shade of bleached bur-
lap" with fuzzed yarn trim.

Knitting bag of woven, dyed
burlap, handle of waste wood.

A more complicated fluff rug is

made by cutting the burlap . in strips
one and a half inches wide and ravel-

ling threads from both edges the

threads by the way, should be sar*d

for another purpose— until only three
threads remain in the center of the

strip of burlap. These strips should
be rolled into balls until ready for

use. The warp for weaving such a rug

should be threaded through the reed

two threads to a dent with one or two'

empty dents between, this depending

on the number of the reed used on the

loom. One or two inches of binder
should be woven as usual at the begin-

ing and again at the end of the rug f

otherwise, no binder is used. After
the, first binder is in place, three
strands of the fringed burlap are

twisted together very tight and put

through the open shed. Each row must

be pressed into place with the fingers
or with a large comb -so that the short
ends of the- burlar will be at right
angles to the warD, otherwise it is

woven back and forth as in any plain

-3-



2~harness weaving. "When one strand
gives out, a new one is added and
twisted with the other two* This
type of rug cannot be made quickly;
since no shuttle is used and all

strands must be drawn in with the fin-

gers, and each row clipped as the

work progresses, it is naturally a

time-consuming project, but the fini-
shed product is well worth the effort.

It is possible to work out many in-

teresting designs and all-over patt-

terns with burlap prepared and woven
in this manner. Room size rugs made

up in strips and sewed together are

especially practical and very attrac-

tive when made of the natural colored

burlap center with a border around

the edge of the dyed burlap.
Three, - four, - and five strand

braided rugs can be made of burlap

which has been cut into three inch

strips. In preparing the material for

this type of rug, both edtes of the

strips should be turned in to the

center of the strips and pressed, and

the two folded edges brought together

and basted loosely. This folding and

-4-

basting process eliminates any frayed

edges and makes a firm and even braid.

Such a rug may be sewed with linen

thread or warp, but if these are un-

obtainable, the braids may be laced
together with a strand of burlap pre-

pared as for braiding.

Burlap has many uses after it has
been ravelled and wound into balls.

This process is unusually valuable in

recreational centers or camps where
materials may be scarce and where the

time element is of no consideration.
In using ravelled burlap it may be
dyed before or after it is ravelled.
If the pieces are irregular and there

will be some waste, it is more econo-
mical to dye it after it has been

ravelled, however, a piece of colored

burlap is usually more interesting to

work with. In ravelling burlap, the

selvedge and any irregularities should

first be removed thus preventing .any

tabling and breaking of the threads.

The size of the piece to be ravelled

depends on the ability of the indivi-

dual, some people being unable suc-

i cessfully to handle a piece more than

-5-



a few inches square, "while others may
be able to manipulate a whole sack.

The simplest method of preparing
these ravelled strands is to tie the
ends together as they are drawn out
and to wind them into a ball. Bur-
lap prepared in this manner is espec-
ially practical for weaving runners
pillow tops, bed covers, window cur-
tains, lunch sets, or for upholstery
materials. The knots give an inter-
esting texture to the work, but if a

smoother piece of weaving is prefer-
red, the knobs may be clipped and the
ends lapped during the weaving pro-
cess* It is possible to combine many
colors, sometimes only one strand of

each, giving a hit-Or-miss suggestion

to the pieces; irregular width strips
of shaded colors are attractive, or

a plain background with a distinctive
border may be used.

Ten or twelve strands of this ra-

velled and knotted burlap may be

wound together, into a heavy cord, or

it may be twisted by means of a spin--

ning wheel if such is available -and

< <

< <

coratively or ends may be lap-
< ( ped for a smooth finish.

Dog made over cotton body by
wrapping l

a strips of burlap
raveled on one edge*



Mexican wall hanging with
bleached, burlap background,
design may be block printed,
embroidered, or applicued of
felt.

i

used as a filler for a v^oven rug*
€ Prepared in this manner, it may also

be made into crocheted or braided-
rugs

.

A single strand of the burlap may
be used for spool-knitting and the
subsequent result used in a similar

f>, manner to that mentioned in the pre-
ceding naragrayh.

Those who are proficient in thp
art of ravelling may prepare the
piece of burlap, in still a different
way. As the strands are drawn from
the piece of burlap, instead of knot-
ing each strand to the next, six
strands are held together with a slip
knot placed near the end. Burlap
thus tied is especially suitable for
hooking rugs or for knotting Oriental
rugs; there are no knots to mar the
smoothness, and the texture of the
material after the loops are clipped,
is silky.

Bunches of this ravelled burlap
may be used for hair on masks or on
false faces, it may be dyed and used
for grass or shrubbery on sand tables
and that which is apparently of no

~7-



further use may be snipped and used
for padding/ upholstery purposes - or
for the filling in toys, cushions,
etc o

The possibilities of this material
which is so often discarded, are many,
and the deeper ones goes into the study

of this material the more fascinated
one • becomes

•

OLD CLOTH

In any large institution, a great
deal of bedding, including sheets

,

blankets, and mattress ticks, is torn
and discarded • Clothing too becomes
worn or out grown, and 15k e the bedding

usually finds its way eventually into

the occupational therapy department.
Such material is' available not on-

ly in an institution, ubt in any home,

there is -a certain amount which is

discarded from time to time; such an

accumulation instead of being need-
lessly destroyed, should first be

laundered, then stored away for future
use. No -matter how darned or torn it

may be,, a piece has some further*
value.

SHEETS

Puff window shades may be fashion-

ed of several pieces of sheeting sew-

ed together and gathered through the

seams so that there
'

; s no indication

of the piccings. If there is. a great



quantity of sheeting, it is possible
to improve the appearance of many
rooms, where such shades would be in
keeping with the rest of the furnish-
ings •

The larger pieces of sheets are
excellent material to use in making
costumes; the material, as a rule,
having been laundered in-numerable-
times, takes the color very well.

Fairly large pieces may be tied
and dyed, the edges, bound, or stitch-
ed decoratively, and used for curtains
pillows, lunch sets, and as the back-
ground for applique'd wall hangings.

The more narrow pieces maybe dyed,
and torn or cut into strips fairly
wide, for braided rugs, or made nar-
row for knitted, crocheted, and woven
rugs. An interesting and most effec-
tive crocheted rug can be made of
small brightly colored circles repre-
senting the flowers, with smaller-
green pieces sewed in between - for
leaves. The flowers may form the
center of the rug or they may be used
as a border in a plain colored rug.
The scraps left over and the ravell-

-10-

Puffy window shades may be
made from old sheeting.

Pillow top of
blanket pieces
with felt ap~
plique . Uotton
roving Is used
arouna



Monkey made, of v/ool blanket
material,old sweater used
for jacket.

Bed ticking
•may be used

aprons

,

etc..
roi
b

ings removed during the tearing and
cutting process, make excellent stuf-
fing for toys.

Blanket Strips

Institutional blankets -which are,
usually gray, brown or dark blue,
offer perhaps, fewer possibilities
than the softer, lighter tones one
generally finds in homes; however,
each kind has its place in this waste
material urogram.°

|

The darker ones, when cut into
strips about two inches wide, work up
into very durable braided rugs. Cut
about one half inch wide, the strips
make excellent woven, braided, and
hooked rugs.

A fairly large piece of dark wool
blanket may be embroidered with yarn
in chain stitch and become a replica
of a Numdah rug. Smaller pieces may
be embroidered, or they may be appli-
qued with bits of felt for wall hang-
ings or pillow tops. Smaller pieces
of gray or brown blankets may be used
for soft toys such as elephants, dogs,

-11-



cats, monkeys, horses, or perhaps
nameless animals of a modernistic
nature •

The thinner or worn small pieces
make satisfactory inner linings for
quilted cushions and bags, and the
very small pieces may be used for a

similar purpose inside of holders:.

Bed Ticking

Bed ticking in any large amount is

usually found only in an institution
where .mattresses are made or repaired
scraps of this material vary with the
size of the institution and amount of

repair work done.
The long strips used for boxing

make excellent woven rugs when torn
into strips three-quarters of an inch
wide and woven on a bright colored
warp. If- white warp only is avail-
able, the bed ticking may be dyed and

its previous use well disguised.
Large pieces of mattress ticks make

durable aprons for use in the cannery
and the paint or carpenter shop, or

any other place ..where a heavy covering

~12~

is desirable.
Smaller pieces may bo used for the

first covering on a piece of uphol-
stered furniture, while the still
smaller pieces may be used for the
center section of a string mop, for
holders, bakery mits, and bean bag
covers. Occasionally pillows and mat-
tresses, for doll T s beds or cradles
are required, ' and the smaller pieces
work in well for such purposes.

Cott on Und erwea

r

Cotton underwear of the knitted
variety dyes well, and is a most use-
ful and economical material for hook-
ed rugs. The material may be .prepared
in two ways:

If it is cut length wise of the
garment it is perhaps more uilTf"orTfrltr

width and forms a more oven loop in
hooking which- does not require clipp-
ing; however, the edges usually ravel
and brush out from time to time.

If it is dUt crosswise of the gar-
ment the edges roll in t !$#a rd the
center of the strip in such a way as

-13-



to give a tubular effect. There is

more stretch to the material cut in
this manner but the loops formed in

hooking are usually more irregular in
height and often require clipping af-
ter the rug is completed. The latter

method is probably the easier and
quicker method and is quite simple
for both adults and children to use.
Whichever method is used at the be-
ginning of the work shouldbe followed
throughout the piece; a combination-
of the two is unsatisfactory.

If there is' a great amount of under-
wear, on hand and the pieces are quite
large they may be cut into strips
about three inches wide and braided,
and sewed into chair seats or rugs.

A piece from the sleeve or leg
about fourteen inches long, may be
gathered at the bottom and have a

heading and draw-string at the top,
which makes a desirable shoe bag.
If the material is dyed and a bright
colored warp used for the string, the
result is a useful accessory for tr&r*

veling.

-14-
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Holders made of

Cotton and lisle stockings may be

used in much the same way as the un-

derwear,, although if the stockings
are to be combined with something
heavier, the strips should be cat

wider. In preparing the stockings,
if the top is of a different weave

from the rest of the stocking, / it

should first be cut off. If the top
is the same as the rest, it should be

opened up where it forms the hem.

The stocking should be cut srirally
from the top to the heel. This forms
oxie long strand approximately an inch

wide which, when stretched a bit,

rolls itself into what resembles a

piece of heavy yarn. One may utilize
even the foot of the stocking by either'

cutting round and round the foot or

by cutting back and forth from toe to

heel and snipping off the 'corners.

Occasionally silk or rayon stock-

ings ha rre a double cotton top. If

this* is the case, it should be cut

off, opened up and used with the cot-

ton material rather than with the

silk.

There are other uses for these,

-15-



cotton stockings tops* Several may
be placed one on top of another, and
the edges turned in and bound. A
holder made in this manner may, of
eo-Ur-rs-eT- be decorated in any desired
way or it -may be left very simple

«

The tops of white stockings may be-
opened up and folded crosswise, blan-
ket-stitched cr crocheted with soft
yarn around the edge and becomes a

very useful, face cloth.
With little or -no cutting, dolls

and soft toys may be made from parts
of the stocking. The part to be used
is stuffed- quite full; then the head,

is formed by tying - tightly with thread

or string about three inches from the

Children^ and men 1 s socks may be

used in the same manner "as the longer
stockings, although of course, there
is less material.

Heavy fleece - lined under -wear,
which is sometimes available," may be
used where padding is necessary, or
it may be dyed and used fleece-side
out for • children* s caps

, berets, cus-
'

: -16-

hion tops, and bedroom slippers.
Left over pieces can, of course, be

worked into hooked or braided rugs;
and the smaller bits if dyed, can be

appliqued much the same as bits of

brightly colored fell.

Silk Underwear

Silk underwear, both knitted and
mesh, may be used for even more pur-
poses than cottonc This may be dyed,

although much of it blends well with-
out dyeing. Any port ion of trie gar-

ment which is cotton should be remov-
ed and used with cotton underwear.

In preparing silk material for
future work the garment should be cut
spirally into one continuous piece

generally about an inch wide the
width depending on its use. Chiffon
hose should be cut twice as wide if
they are to be combined with medium
weight material. They should be pul-
led gently so that the edges roll to-
ward the center thus forming a soft
cord. When prepared in this manner,

the material is suitable for a great
-1?-



many purposes*
Three or five strands -maybe braid-

ed and sewed together to form purses,

bags/ chair' seats, and rugs. Two
small .mats about six inches in dia-

meter may be Jo i rr ; e d t o g e t he r , f
•
i .1 1 e

d

with stones or sand and become... a

door-stop, two larger circles joined

together and filled with something
soft become a pillow while still lar-

ger ones sewed together with a boxing
of the same braiding and -filled with
excelsior make a convenient., foot

'

u stool

or porch cusion. .-. ;
,-.

Braided more loosely, the material
may bo utilized -as a belt or dress
trimming, it may be used .for curtain
tie-backs. on the edge of a lamp -

shade, or in fact any. where a- braid
might be used* • .. •

• ..

This material may also be crochet-
ed into tiny ? circles, which can be

sewed on- a- strip of cloth to form,

tie-backs, or it may be . crocheted
into ba ;:s, mats, scarfs, . and sport

nats. It may be used in place of

floss for embroidering wall panels,
anrt for darned work on canvas or bur-

-18-

lap.

Used as weft in pattern Wiavihg or

even on a two-harness loom the mater-
ial becomes an interesting table run-

ner or mat

.

. Probably the most common use for
silk underwear is for hooking rugs

and chair seats. The taupe and tan
hose when worked in a hit-or-miss
manner are especially good for the
background of a rug, . while the design
is usually worked in the more brilli-
antly dyed tones*

•
•

i

i 1 1 ed Art i c 1 e s

Sweat e rs, whethe r hand c r c otmrie rc i-

ally knit, worn, outgrown, or faded,

may be made into something worthwhile.

A f-airly large sweater may be ra-

velled; . the resulting yarn should be

dampened, rewound, and used again as

any new yarn might be used, if r- •veil-

ing is im v ossible , the garment should
be cut crosswise into strips, the

width de rending on its weight and the

use to which it will be put . Material
thus prepared is especially suitable

-19-



for hooked rugs. It may be combined

with new yarn or "woolen ragftj or it

may be used for hooking the design of

the rug which has been stamped on a

background of burlap.
Discarded bathing suits, knitted

and crocheted shawls, bed jackets,

caps and scarfs, may be used in much

the same way as sweaters « Mittens

and gloves may also be raveled "aril

the yarn used a.g,ain*

Wool dresses, suits, anct coats,

both woven and knitted, may be com-

bined Tfirith sweaters or with blanket

material and utilized in making at-

tractive and durable braided rugs,-

the smaller pieces will be found use-

ful for making toys and the scraps

may be used for hooked rugs, especi-

ally hxt-or-miss block patterns.

Occasionally genuine or imitation
fur binding, a neck piece, or perhaps

a coat is discarded. Lifelike dogs,

cats, rabbits, and many other animals

may be cut from scraps of fur, the
-20-

nature of the animal of course -depend-

ing on the type of fur usedo
Smaller pieces may be used for

trimming on adults*, children 1 s and
dolls* clothes.

Lace

Lace collars, jabots, vest s,-

pieces of allcver or val lace, sam-
ples of knitted and crocheted lace,
tatting by the yard and all sorts of

medallions, both commercial and hand
made, may form a nucleus for a most
attractive table cover or bed spread.

The article to be made will be

more beautiful if a balanced arrange-
ment is used. The pieces may be bas 4 -

ed on tissue paper and joined \

various stitches, or they may be ap-
plied to thin net in such a way that

the net will form part of the pattern.
One can, of course, make smaller
pieces such as dresser or chair set.

boudoir pillow or place doilies and
center pieces

.



Sugar and Flour Sacks
(

The stitching which usually holds
together the three sides of a su^r
or flour sack can easily be pulled
out in, two ' long pieces. This string

is used for spool - knitting or for
sewing braided rugs. The sac becomes (

one large piece of unbleached- muslin.
These pieces may be dyed or de-

corated and made into aprons' , sun
suits/ curtains, lunch sets,- dish
towels, or in fact,, almost any ar-
ticle: .which might

;
be made from a I

similar shaped 'piece of new cloth.
The 'sugar- sacks with colored warp
t hre ad s ne a r

,
the Belye d ge a

r

o- , u s ua 1 1

y

made of heavier material. If weft
threads of the. same colors are darned
into the material an interesting

(

checked effect is obtained, and the

pieces can then be used . for .place

mats, bridge, sets and curtains.

" Meal Sacks

Two meal sacks may be used to make

a table cloth* A peasant design in

-22-

Y/oven bag made of sill: hose
with tongue blade for handle
fastener.

Luncheon set of sugar sacking,

-

the colored, threads form part
of the design.



/ Apron made of
J sugar sacLing,
the colored threads

form part of tlie de-
coration.

Lifelike dog made of pieces of

plush or fur coats *

P5!

,45

D

h

\

/ Vestee made
of. scraps of

lace sewed to-

A doily made of
linen with f lower
applique .between
two pieces of scrim*



/ ^pron made of

|
jjjy sugar sacking,

the colored threads
form part of the de-

coration.

I

Lifelike dog made of pieces of

plush or fur coats*
_ \ i

j
| U j 7

Vest66 made
of. scraps of

lace sewed to*

getner

k doily made of
linen with flowor
applique .be eween
two pieces of scrim,



Scarf riiade of meat- gauze with
rolled hem and design in yarn.
A double thichness should be
used, for this purpose .

heavy rod and black floss worked,

around the edge and then the center

rt will conceal the joining:, ' and dis-

guise the origin of the material.

If the sack 'is torn, it can stillbe

used to make small articles such as

towels and holders 'or the narrow

strips can be used for various 'types

of rugs

.
. ,: •

:

. Gauze

There are two kinds. of gauze avail-

able in most institutions, both of

which are usually discarded. The

woven, gauze which lines the back of

adhesive,- is so often removed in. piec-

es at least a. foot wide and. .

.several,

yards long. The .
knitted gauze 'in

which certain kinds of meat are en-

cased is. usually a. .yard In length and

(u nearly twice as wide and is tubular.

The adhesive gauze is somewhat,

stiff and the small pieces are especi-

ally useful for stiffening the inside

of purses and for book binding pur-

poses. If the material is suffici-

ng ently large, the pieces may be dyed,

-23-



and used much as theatrical gauze for

pillows and curtains

»

The knitted gauze also .dyes easily
and can be stretched over stiff paper
or parchment for a lamp shade • When
shellaced and properly finished on
the edges, the effect is very pleas-
ing. This knitted gauze may also be
cut crosswise and used as any cotton

goods in making rugs. A hooked rug
made of this gauze ivnd clipped, re-

sembles chenile*

Cloth Samples

Sample books of tapestry, cretonne,

curtain material, silk, satin, velvet,

and many other fabrics may often be

obtained from department stores or

from interior decorators, and, in the

larger cities, from the wholesale

houses o These samples are sometimes,

at least a foot square and in book

form, while others are very small and

are mounted on cards of uniform size.

Both kinds of samples have possibili-

ties for further use

.

-24-
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The larger pieces of tapestry or
cretonne may be lined and bound and
used for mats, or they may be made up
into knitting bags and nurses, or the
nieces in the bottom'of a tray.

The smaller figured chintzes may
be used in back of silhouettes for
pictures

. or trays, or sewed together
with contrasting colors of the same
material for pillow tops for the sun
room or outdoor living room.

The very small samples of silk,

satin, and gingham., are often already
.cut a suitable shape for ^patch work;
these pieces may be assembled into
holders, pillow tops, children's -

ouilts, day bed covers, full si zed-
bed spreads,

k

and even window drapes •

The articles ' made, of course, depend-
ing on the amount 'of material "avail-

able •

Samples of glass curtain materials
vary as to size and shape. Occasion-
ally several pieces of lace at least
10 tT

xll4
U are similar in design and may

be utilized as dinner sets when fini-

shed with an attractive edge.' Coarse
. -25-



net samples of cu similar size when
decorated with a. darned design in

which is color, also make attractive

sets. Smaller pi^ec*es of the lace or

net sewed together' in various shape
and filled with bits of brightly co-
lored yarn or crepe paper, form at^

.

tractive boudoir pilllows. A simple
crocheted edee in color, transforms
two pieces of curtaLn net .into a faoe

cloth convenient : for traveling.
Pieces of heavy sqrim, if , sufficient-
ly large, may be used for cross-stit-
ching and' for petit-point embroidery.

Samples . of velvet of 'plush are as

a rule, very small, and rather' heavy
to work with; however, pillow tops,
bags, shcte 'trees, the top of a foot

stool, perhaps' ia throw rug, may be

developed from ;t ties e pieces.
Doll's clothximg and furnishings,

for- doll's hou^ps are probably the

best outlet forr the supply of cloih

samples when ~ther ideas have
,
;been

exhausted..

Course net darned with heavy-

thread may be used for run-
ners and 'curtains #

Beach bag and matching sandals
made of gaily colored scraps
of awning cloth.



Dean' bags made of scraps of
percale and filled with beans
od small pebbles*

• Quilt bloc!:

<C~yy~< >~<^~Cb—N made of bits^
v^r.O^ of cloth

^-CV"
7

sewed over card-
board forms.

/&<£k <^?^'\—
-

\

^^m^y back view of

k
,.^ld^F cloth sewed

over cardboar

Awnin
tg Cloth

Any firm dealing .with tents and
awnings will gladly dispose of their
scrap material* Although rather
heavy, the material can usually be
machine- stitched and many useful ar-
ticles can be made from it. An at-
tractive wood carrier can be made
from an I8 n square with two handles
at opposite corners. Smaller pieces
of awning cloth, with bold stripes, -

can be cut and stitched in such a

manner as to form an interesting de-
sign* These pieces may be stuffed
with excelsior and used for porch or

boat cushions. •

Gayly colored pieces lined with
oil cloth *are useful for bathing-
suit bags and smaller pieces of the
same, attached to -wooden soles, make
attractive beach shoes.

Strips of the material may be used
as belts a'nd small pieces, if not too
stiff, can be made into holders and

bean bags.
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Scraps of Gingham

An institutional sewing room where
patients* clothing is made, or a.

local garment factory, is an excell-
ent source, of supply for gingham-
scraps.

The large pieces of gingham or
percale may be used for childrens
or dolls* clothes, lunch sets and
bean bags, also for covering waste
baskets, books, boxes and lampshades.
The long narrow pieces are most satis-

factoryfor rug making; these rugs

include woven, braided, braded weave-
figure of eight, knitted, crocheted,
fluff, knotted, and hooked.

The irregular shaped pieces may be

used f or, patch work, the larger .blocks

being cut first, leaving the smaller
pieces for the smaller and more comp-

licated designs. Scraps from which a

circle the size of a fifty-cent, piece

may be cut are worth saving, for a

most intricate quilt may be made from
circles of'this size that are basted

onto tiny hexagonal pieces of paper

and the- hexagons are 'sewed together

-28-

into the shape of a diamond; these
diamonds in turn form the blocks of

which the auilt is composed.

Casket Cloth

One may feel hesitant about using
remnants from a casket factory, but
many are the possibilities of the
materials which range *from the cheap-
est silk and satin to the heavier size

embossed and brocaded cottons and cot-
ton flannels, cut plush and velvets.

The silk and satin may be used as

any silk or satin, although it is

rather hard material to "manage" •

The plush and velvets, usually gray,

can be used for making small stuffed
animals

.

The embossed white cotton goods,
may soil easily, but can be used for

a most effective lamp shade with a

twist or braid of some other material
at top and bottom. Larger \ pieces,
tacked on a roller can be used for

window shades, while still larger-
pieces can be used for temporary cur-
tains. When the curtains become,

-29-



soiled, they may be washed and the

material then used as any cotton cloth.

The gray embossed material is usualfc/-

softer but can be used in practically
the same way. The material is also

useful for upholstering dolls' and

children's furniture.. An effective

portfolio cover and waste basket to

match can be made by covering both

articles with the material and

applying a gay picture to each* Mules *

and travelling cases can be made of

the material and the shoe trees, coat

hanger, hat stands, and closet acces-

sories may be covered satisfactorily

with it, although one must keep in

mind the fact that the particular

shade of grey is difficult to use in

most color schemes unless brightened

by touches of color.

Oil Cloth

Under this heading may be placed

pieces of used oil cloth and scraps

of old sample books of sanitas and old

typewriter covers. Oil cloth which,

has outgrown its usefulness may be
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1 Slipper made of
j^gp&r casket cloth with
V)/ padded heel , card -

board soul, and trim-
med with velvet scraps-.

Soft toys may be
simply made by
button-holing two
pieces of cloth
together.

out or torn in strips half an inch
wide and woven into a floor* rug.

Such rugs are especially suitable for
out door use.

Scraps of new oil cloth, when
bound on the edges and stuffed, make
durable toys, for children. Other
pieces may be used for bibs, tray
cloths, luncheon- sets, cushion tops,
door-stops, bathing suit bags, travel-

ing cases, rain hats, bedroom slip-
pers, book covers, spectacle cases

,

and waste baskets

.

The smaller bits may be made into
decorative flowers, belts, purses,
tie -backs and many other things
while long narrow strips can be used
for lacing on articles where leather
would ordinarily be used.

Sanitas samples, as well as the
better parts of discarded typewriter
covers, may be used for many of the
articles described in the preceding
paragraphs

•

There are, perhaps, many more uses

for these same materials as well as

for other materials which might seem
-31-



to belong to this group. Some of

these used will be mentioned under
"Miscellaneous «"

WINDOV/ SHADES

An accuhulat ion of window shades,

although not always easy to acquire,

can be made a most important ^art of

any reconstruction rrogram. In the

home, an occasional shade is discard-
ed, in an institution built in the
days-whon high windows were an archi-
tectural feature, many of the discar-
ded shades are worn only at the bot-

tom,- while at the top there is a por-

tion aprarently as irood as new, but
toe short to be of further use at

similar windows.
' Most window shades are made of

cotton cl^th, but occasionally an**

old shade is found to be made of lin-
en, Whatever the original material,
"this is usually covered with a :ener-
ous coat of sizing which renders it

liable to cracking, but gives it dur-
ability when used for certain pur-
poses •

Pieces of shade which are not too

badly wrinkled or torn, although not
always pleasing in color, can be used
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for many purposes. Portfolios and
notebooks wear well when covered with
this material, book jackets, decorat-
ed in bright colors, are effective^
and children's scrap books are very
durable if both the covers and the
pages are made of this material.

Windows in a sun room as well a5
short windows which require only
stationary shades, can be treated
with a portion of a window shade
which has been scalloped on the bot-
tom and d.eeorated with a- design in
colors or with a silhouette. Such
shades, of course, cannot be rolled
and so should be tacked securely at

the top and sides of the window

•

Old window shades are especially
good material for making posters, for

doing work in. pastels, for charcoal
drawing, and, of course, for oil
paintingo If the material is inclin-
ed to roll, it can easily be pressed
and fastened to a frame with thumb
tacks o

,
This is also good matei-ial

for making stencils, especially if

the stencil is for a
, rug pattern or a

quilting design. The material cuts

-34-
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Ohlldis scrap
book made of
w1ndow shade s

(j

Feathers for Indian costume
made of window shade material,
the edges painted and slashed
\rjfth a razor. The burlap band
has a era-one:: design.



Screen made of discarded
window shc.de material at-
tached to wooden frame, the
design may be appliqued
or painted.

easily with shears, and yet is firm
enough for the purpose intended.

A wooden screen may be effectively
covered with pieces of window shade
and a design applied as desired. If
the finished piece is shellaced the
screen will last indefinitely.

A window shade which has become
soiled or worn only on the edges can
be made into a plaited lamp shade..

The worn part should be torn from
both sides of the piece to be used,
leaving a strip in the center the
depth of the shade. A series of
bands on one or both edges can be

applied with oil paint, show-card
colors, or crayons. The strip is

then folded in plaits of any desired
width and the holes are punched near
the top for a cord, which will draw
up the shade to fit the frame. The
strip to be used for the lamp shade
should be from two and a half to
three times the circumference of the
frame, but if one piece of sufficient
length is not available, several
shorter pieces may be used and the
joinings concealed under the plaits.



Another type of lamp shade can be

made by cutting the material to fit'

the sections of a wire frame and glu-

ing or sewing the pieces securely .

Such a shade can be 'decorated as de-

sired and offers even more possibili-

ties than a similar shade made of

parchment

.

After making the larger articles

there are sure to be scraps loft and
'

these scraps should also be utilised.

Almost anything in the way of acces-

sories for costuming a play or pageant

can be evolved from window - shade

material. ' It is possible to make any

typo of head gear desired, from' the

simplest crown consisting of two

pieces with gold or silver radiator

paint, to a more festive hat which

might be worn by the Pile rims, Colum-

bus and his followers, or Uncle Sam*

A most attractive hat of this type

can be made from two thicknesses of

winfow shade cut, shaped, and sewed

together as any cloth hat might be,,

then painted and decorated in an ap-

propriate manner. If a plume is

needed.it. may be made from four or
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five long narrow strips of window

shade which have been slashed very

fine toward the center and touched
* with. • ~aint. These pieces will curl

naturally .and assume a feather like

appearance

•

Other types of feathers can be

made, to -look very natural especially

those needed for Indian - headresses.
C) A piece of window shade about four

inches wide; and eight inches long is

folded lengthwise .through the center,

a small oiecc of slightly bent reed

or a small piece of stick is placed

inside ^and the e'
: ges pasted or glued

( together. The pieces are then cut

arougid the edge t-o resemble a feather,

and both sides are painted. Several

of these feathers stitched
(

onto a

band of shade material which has been

painted to' resemble beaded decoration,

,

appear natural and make a most practi-

cal airl economical headdress.

A collection of shades may include

some grey, green, and maroon ones.

Shades of these colors can be made in

to. attractive banners by stitching

rows or ''narrow fringe of the same'
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material, around the edges and ap-

plying out out paper letters.

Sandals, high top boots, belts,
shoe-buckles, trimmings for costumes,

and for Christmas trees, and even a

life sized Thanksgiving turkey, have

all been developed from the materials

often considered of no further value

after leaving the window.

The previous suggestions apply to

the shades as they are taken from
the window; these same pieces, how-

ever, have still further uses after

the sizing has been removed. This

operation is easily accomplished by

soaking the shade in warm water and

changing the water occasionally. It

is quite often found that the older

the shade, the heavier the material

it is made of.

After removing the sizing from

those shades made of linen, the ma-

terial can be used for lunch sets,

and table covers, and for clothing.

The shades made of cotton have,

perhaps, even more uses. The mater-

ial dyes very well, and since most

of the pieces are quite large, it

~38~
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A waste basket
made of window
shade mate rial
stretched on a

wire frame. The
same -method ma?"

be used for a

lamp shade

.

IW
I When the sic-
f ing is removed

from Window
shades the;; r ma
be made into
herchiefs wit
tied and d;~ed

designs

.

can be used satisfactorily for costum-

es , while the surplus can be used
for tied and dyed work and for "block

printing. Even window curtains can
be made from the material which once

graced the window in a different
guise. The texture of the mat e r ial
and the size of the pieces render it

useful for almost any purpose requir-
ing cotton cloth. Even the smallest
strips which have been torn from the
edges, are sufficiently strong for
use as carpet rags.

There are many other uses for this
material, but it is hoped that as

with many other waste materials, one
idea will lead to another.
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